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Table 5—Continued
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Algebraic Approximations for Laplace's Equation
in the Neighborhood of Interfaces

By J. W. Sheldon

1. Introduction. Let it be required to solve the following problem :

Problem A:

Let d, i = 1, 2, be two simple, closed plane curves with continuous curvature.

Let Ci enclose all the points of C\. Let G\ be the region interior to Ci. Let G2 be

the region interior to C2 and exterior to &-. Let W be a continuous, bounded func-

tion of position on C-l. Let it be required to find harmonic functions F(i) such that

(a) F<2> = W on C2.

(b) F(i) is regular and bounded in G,-.
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(c) F<» = F<« on &.

d Va) d Vi2) d
(d) D\- = D2- on C\, where Z>,- > 0 and — denotes differentiation

dn dn on

along the normal to C\, the positive normal direction being chosen as the direction

from Gi into G2.

Problems with boundary conditions (c) and (d) connecting distinct harmonic

functions on a common boundary between adjacent regions arise in electrostatics,

and specific cases are treated in books dealing with electrostatic theory. (See, for

example, Jeans [1] and Smythe [2].) For electrostatics, D\ and D2 are the

dielectric constants in Gi and G2. Boundary condition (c) in electrostatic theory

is derived from the requirement that no work be done taking a charge around a

closed path which crosses Ci. The required condition is found to be Va) = V(2)

+ "constant" and we set "constant" to zero. Boundary condition (d) is derived

from Gauss's electric flux theorem. Boundary condition (d) may also be derived

by a variational method. If we require that Di times the Dirichlet integral for Gi

plus D2 times the Dirichlet integral for G2 be an extremal, and that F(1) = F<2) on

C\, then (d) is obtained as the natural boundary condition on C\.

Problem A may also arise for steady-state heat conduction, steady-state

diffusion, steady-state current flow, and for problems of incompressible, immiscible

fluid flow in porous media. In the latter problem Ci may be a moving curve [3].

Boundary conditions (c) and (d) may also arise in transient problems of dif-

fusion type.

We suppose that we wish to solve Problem A by finite difference methods. We

introduce a rectangular network over a region covering G\ and G2. We introduce

a function <p, defined at each meshpoint interior to d, which is to approximate in

some way the solution of Problem A. In order to determine <p we require a system

of equations equal in number to the number of meshpoints interior to C2. We call

each equation in the system an "algebraic approximation." In the way that we

will treat this problem, there will be an algebraic approximation associated with

each meshpoint inside C2 in the sense that each algebraic approximation approxi-

mates to the conditions of Problem A best in the neighborhood of a unique mesh-

point and no two algebraic approximations approximate Problem A best in the

neighborhood of the same meshpoint. The meshpoints interior to C2 may be

classified in the following way :

(i) Meshpoints adjacent to C2. A meshpoint is adjacent to C2 if a straight-line

segment from the meshpoint to one of the four nearest neighbor meshpoints

intersects or extends to C2.

(ii) Meshpoints adjacent to C\. A meshpoint is adjacent to Ci if the meshpoint

is situated on C\ or if a straight-line segment from the meshpoint to one of the

four nearest neighbor meshpoints intersects C\ (but not if the segment only

extends to Ci).

(iii) Normal meshpoints. All other meshpoints interior to C2 are called normal

meshpoints.

The algebraic approximation to be associated with the normal meshpoints is

the well-known five-point formula for approximating the Laplace equation.
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Algebraic approximations at the meshpoints adjacent to C2 have been obtained.

See, for example, Shortley and Weiler [4] or Viswanathan \Ji~\ (Algebraic ap-

proximations have been obtained for Dirichlet or Neuman or mixed conditions

on Ci.) The present paper is concerned with obtaining algebraic approximations

for meshpoints adjacent to Ci.

Problems with boundary conditions (c) and (d) of Problem A have been

treated by finite difference methods in connection with the "group-diffusion"

problems of reactor design [6, 7]. To the author's knowledge, in this field it has

always been assumed that the interfaces between materials have contours such

that analogues of equations (21) or (22) apply. If the interface does not meet

the conditions for equations (21) or (22), it has been customary to perturb the

interface so that it does. In some problem this may be an unsatisfactory procedure.

In the case of "moving boundary" problems, for example, the essence of the

problem consists in getting the velocity of the moving boundary accurately.

2. Existence of solution to Problem A. Books on potential theory which give

existence proofs for the Neuman and Dirichlet problems do not (to the author's

knowledge) treat Problem A. An existence proof can be constructed following the

integral equation technique described by Kellogg [8]. This method consists in

postulating charge and dipole distributions on the boundary curves, and then

obtaining and proving the existence of a solution of the equations which must be

satisfied if the charge and dipole distributions are to produce potential functions

which satisfy the given boundary conditions. The equations obtained are linear

integral equations. The method can be extended to show that Problem A possesses

a solution. It can be shown that F(2) is the potential of a continuous dipole dis-

tribution on C2 plus the potential of a continuous charge distribution on Ci,

F(1) is the potential of a continuous charge distribution on d. (The charge dis-

tribution on Ci to produce Vm is different from that on Ci which contributes to

produce Vm.) We shall not give the detailed proof. In view of the fact that

Problem A is the solution of a problem in the calculus of variations, and that we

have required Ci and C2 to be smooth and W to be continuous, it would be very

surprising if the solution did not exist. Hence we would not really be justified in

presenting a rather long existence proof here.

3. The behavior of F(1) and F(2) on C\. Let us suppose that Ci is an analytic

arc or that Ci is composed of segments of analytic arcs. We have the following :

Theorem 1. A segment V of Ci which is an analytic arc is not a natural boundary

for F"> or F(2).
This means that every point of T has a neighborhood such that there exists

a harmonic function which is regular in the region consisting of Gi and this

neighborhood which coincides in Gi with Va). And every point of V has a neighbor-

hood such that there exists a harmonic function which is regular in the region G2

and this neighborhood and which coincides in G2 with F(2).

In order to prove Theorem 1 we first solve the following problem :

Problem B. Let K be a circle of radius R and center at the origin of the x, y

coordinate system. Let Gi be the region interior to K lying below the x-axis and

let (52 be the region interior to K lying above the x-axis. Call the part of the x-axis
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interior to K, T. Let r, 6 be polar coordinates in the x, y plane. Let Wa){0),

— it < 6 < 0, Wl2) (0), 0 < e < it be given bounded continuous functions of 0 on K

dW(1H0)           dWmiO)
satisfying W«>(0) = W<2>(0), W^i-ir) = Wmi*-), Dx--~ = D2-—— ,

de de
aWm(-w) dW^Hir)

7?i- = D2-. Let it be required to find functions Vu) such that
de de H

(a)   v^iR, e) = w^ie),   - it < e < o,

v^iR, e) = ww(fi),      o < e < x.

(b) F(i) is regular and bounded in G(i).

(c) ?<»(M) = f<»(f,#) onf.

(d) 7>i- = T>2-on T.
v de de

Problem B can be solved by the method of circular harmonics. We obtain :

(1)    V^ir,e) = iAo+ í Anéjeos ne

+ E Bn I - )  sin ne,     - t < e < 0,

(2)    ?<»(r, 6) = Uo + E A„    -     cos ne

jU(i)"sü

+ 77 E -Bn ( - )   sin ne,   0 < 0 < *-,

2D, C
W A™ = m    ■   n^ W^'WcosimAW

(L>i + L'2)ir -/-»

27>2 f*
+ ,n    ,  ' W<2>(0)cosW0d0,

iDi + D2)ttJo

(4) £m = —-2——    f   Wmi6) sin m6de +  |    Wm (0) sin m6de   ,
iDi + D2)ir L.J-* Jo J

m = 0,1,2 ■■■.

With (3), (4) substituted into (1) and r = R, it is apparent that (1) represents

the sum of two Fourier cosine series plus two Fourier sine series. The formal sums

of the two series are easily identified. The two cosine series give us

i^(0) + -—2— w2i-e),   - t < e < o.
Dx + D2       w      7»1 + 7>2

The two sine series give us

7>2 T>2
^W - ñ--rVW2i-6),    - ir < 0 < 0.

D, + D2 Dx + D2

Adding the above terms, the sum of the two cosine series plus the two sine series

gives us ^(0), - x < 0 < 0. Wxie), W2ie) satisfy Dirichlet conditions and are
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furthermore continuous within their range of definition. This means that the

cosine series converge to their formal sums for — 7r < 0 < 0, and the sine series

converge to their formal sums for — tt < 6 < 0. The sine series converge to the

value zero, at 0 = 0, 0 = x. The sum of the four series gives PP(Ö) for — 7r<0<O.

A similar argument shows that if r = R the series on the right-hand side of (2)

converges to W2{B) for 0 < 0 < ir. It is readily verified that F(1)(r, 0), F<2>(r, 0)

as defined by the series in (1), (2) satisfy the remaining conditions of Problem B

so that (1), (2) is the solution of Problem B. Then we have:

Lemma 1. f is not a natural boundary for Va)(r, 6) or F(2)(r, 0) of Problem B.

The series in (1) and (2) are each uniformly convergent for r < p < R for all

0 and hence each of (1), (2) defines a harmonic function throughout the interior

of K. Q.E.D.
It is, of course, a well known theorem from function theory that under a

conformai transformation a harmonic function maps into a harmonic function.

We have :

Lemma 2. Let a neighborhood of Ci be mapped into a neighborhood of Ci, where

Ci is the mapping of Ci, by a conformai transformation. Let F(i) map into VU).

dyw dya)   '
Then Di- = 7>2- ow C\.

dn dn

The Lemma follows from the definition of a conformai transformation.

With the help of the solution to Problem B and Lemmas 1, 2 we can prove

Theorem 1. The method of proof follows closely a proof by Bieberbach [9]] of

a lemma from potential theory to the effect that if V were regular in a region G,

continuous in the extended domain obtained by adding to G the points of an

analytic arc that belongs to the boundary of G and if V were zero on this arc,

then this arc is not a natural boundary for V. We may consider F(<) to be the

real or imaginary part of a function of a complex variable. Let the analytic arc r

be represented in the complex plane by z(a), a < a < b, where a is the real part

of a complex variable y = a + iß. a is also chosen as the arc length along I\

Then the function 2(7) maps a neighborhood K in the 7-plane of every point

ß = 0, a < ao < b onto a neighborhood U of the point z = z(ao) ; this mapping

is conformai. Since a represents arc length along T x'(ao)2 + y'(ao)2 = 1. Hence

z'(ao) 9* 0. Hence the mapping is also simple. We choose for K a circle with center

on the real axis at ao- This determines a region U in the z-plane. Let G, and F(*\

i = 1,2, refer to the regions and functions of Problem A. From the intersection

of Gi and the boundary of U we obtain the values of F(i) on the boundary of U.

By the inverse of the mapping mentioned the boundary values on U are trans-

formed to boundary values on K. These satisfy the conditions for Problem B.

From the results of Problem B each of the transforms of the functions F(i) to K

is analytic in K, and hence by an inverse transformation each of the F(i) is analytic

throughout U. Q.E.D.
The domain of analyticity of the functions continued across V is difficult to

determine. It will depend on the location of the zeros and poles of 2(7), as well

as on the location of non-analytic points of Ci, and the distance of Ci to C2, and

also the location of the mapping of G2.

4. The connection between power series for F(1) and F(2). Let O be the center

of the circle K. Let t and w be the abscissa and ordinate measured from O. We
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label the value of V(i) at 0, V^ and we let V), V¿\ Vf, etc., be partial deriva-

tives of F(i) with respect to t and n at 0. We may expand Vie> about 0 in power

series convergent in K :

(5) fco = y</> + f f,1'« + ?(»í + |f<¿)»i + fa'«/ + Jfy^ + • • •,

(6) f« = y^) + fi2)n + V?h + m¡n2 + Vn2)nt + §7^ + • • •.

Theorem 2. 7/ iAe power series for Va) is given the coefficients in the power series

for V{2) may be determined.

Since F<2) = Vm on ? it follows that

(7) V¡2) = V¡1),    V¡? = ?¡l\

Since D2Vn2) = DxVnl\ it follows that

(8) D2V„V = DxV$

Since Yf =_?i/\ W + fffi - 0, * - 1, 2, it follows that 7&> = f™. We
have expressed F<2) and all its derivatives through second order in terms of Va)

and its derivatives through second order. Let £ = Di/D2. We have

(9) Y « = To1' + m1'« + Wh + if^'n2 + ef<J>«i + §f (íí2.

We shall be concerned with terms through second order only. However, one

may show that (7), (8) and the derivatives of the equations V¡P + Fí$=» 0

always give enough equations so that the derivatives of F(2) can be expressed in

terms of those of Vw.

5. Five point algebraic approximations. We consider first the case in which

T is, locally, a straight line. We suppose that V passes through a meshpoint making

an angle a with the x-axis. Let the meshpoint be labeled "a" and let the four

nearest neighbors be labeled "b," "c," "¿," "e" as shown in figure 1. From

Theorem 1 it follows that F(<) should satisfy Laplace's equation at "a." Let the

t>= hcoscx    j.
ñ=-hsmcx   a

t = hsiricx   _|_
T) = heos«    g

Figure 1.
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network values of F(i) at a, b, c, d, e be Va, Vh, Vc, Vd, Ve. It is not necessary to

superscript these quantities since there is only one function value associated with

each meshpoint. Let h be the mesh spacing. We have the following theorem :

W7T
Theorem 3. When £ ^ 1, except for a = —-, n = 0, 1, • • -, 7, there exists no

algebraic approximation for Laplace's equation in terms of Va, Vb, Vc, Vd, Ve which

is such that the local truncation error tends to zero as h —* 0.

For definiteness, assume that 7r/2 < a < it. Then meshpoints b and c are on

the boundary of or inside G2 and d and e are on the boundary of or inside Gi.

We choose an origin at "a" and introduce coordinates t, n where n is the normal

at "a" from Gi into G2 and t is the distance along T from a. The direction of

positive t is chosen so that the /, w coordinate system is right-handed. It is as-

sumed that a circle about a which just encloses b, c, d, e has radius less than the

circle of convergence of the power series (5), (6) and that r is straight inside this

circle. Since T is straight it is not necessary to distinguish between T, T ; F(i),

F(i), etc. The values assumed by t and w at b, c, d, e are given in figure 1. Partial

derivatives Fn, Vt, etc., refer to F„(1), Vt(l}, etc., in what follows. Making use of

(5), (9) we have

(10) Vh- Va = £A sin aVn - h cos aV, + f A2 sin2 aVnn

— £A2 sin a cos aVnt + \h2 cos2 aVtt + O (A8),

(11) Vc - Va = - £A cos aF„ - h sin aVt + \h2 cos2 aVnn

+ £A2 sin a cos aVnt + W sin2 aV„ + 0(A3),

(12) Vi- Va= - h sin aVn + h cos aVt + \h2 sin2 aF„„

— A2 sin a cos aV„t + \h2 cos2 aVit + 0(h3),

(13) Ve - Va = h cos aVn + hsmaVt + \h2 cos2 aVnn

+ h2 sin a cos aVnt + W sin2 aVn + O (A3),

(14) 0 = Fn„ + Vtt.

Suppose we could solve (10)—(13) for F„„ and Vtt. By substituting the solution

into (14) we would have an algebraic approximation to Laplace's equation. The

O (A3) terms would be O(A) after carrying out this process and would tend to zero

as A —» 0. A necessary condition for being able to carry out this process is that

the determinant of coefficients of (10)-(14) vanish. In order to evaluate the de-

terminant, we take the following combinations of equations (10)-(14) :

Eq. 15 = Eqs. [(10) + (11) + (12) + (13) -

Eq. 16 = Eqs. [(10) + (11) + £(12) + £(13)

Eq. 17 = Eqs.    (11) - è sin2 aA2(14) + £(12)

Eq. 18 = Eqs. [(11) + (12) - èA2(14)],

Eq. 19 - Eq. (14).

A2(14)],

1 + £

Í
cos2 a A2 (14)

]■

]■
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The transformation of (11)—(14) to (15)—(19) is non-singular for £ ¿¿ 1. We

obtain

(15) (£ - l)(sin a - cos a)hVn = Vb + Vc + Vd + Ve - 47„ + 0(Ä3),

(16) ({ - I)(sin a + cos a)hV, = Vb + Vc - 2Va

+ tiVä+ Ve-2Va) +0(A«),

(17) — £(sin a + cos a)hVn + (£ cos a — sin a)hVt

+ ^p (cos2 a - sin2 a)Ä2Fnn = 7. - 7« + {(7,, - 7.) + 0(Ä3),

(18) — (sin a + £ cos a)À7„ + (cos a — sin a)hVt

+ ({ - 1) sin a cos aA27ni = 7C + 7„ - 2 7a + 0(A3),

(19) 7nB + 7„ = 0.

The equation system (15)—(19) is triangular. Its determinant D is

(20) D - $($ - l)4(sin2 a - cos2 a)2 sin a cos aÄ6.

D is zero for Í, ^ 1, — < a < -jt only when a = —, a = — , a = it. By sym-

metry, 7) would be zero also only for a = — , « = 0, 1, • • -, 7 for 0 < a < 2w.
4

3w
This proves Theorem 3. The algebraic approximations which we get, for a = —

4
and a = ir are, respectively :

"76- 27«+ 7,

Ä
(2D vf+vs-^r.

(21) and (22) may also be obtained by an application of Gauss's theorem

[6, 7].
If T is straight but does not pass through meshpoints, we still obtain an alge-

nir
braic approximation in terms of four neighbors if a = —. For example, suppose

a = ir and T passes a distance r\ above "a" leaving "a" in G\, "c" in G2. We

choose an origin 0 on V where T intersects ac. We let Vt, Vn, etc., represent

derivatives of 70) at 0. The continuation equations analogous to (10)-(13) are

(23) Va  -   Vo   =    -vVn  +  WVnn +  0(£3),

(24) Vb - Vo = -vVn + hVt + WVm - hr,Vnt + WVtt + OQi*),
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(25) V9- F„ = £(A -v)Vn + ¿(A - r,)2F„n + 0(A3),

(26) Vd - V0 = -vVn - hVt + IrfVnn + hvVnl + \h2Vu + 0(h*),

(27) Ve - F» = - (r, + A) Fn + ¿(A + r,)2FBn + 0(A3).

Subtracting (23) from (25) we obtain

(28) Vc- Va = [£(A - t,) + ,]FB + è(Â2 - 2A„) Fn„ + 0(A3).

Subtracting (27) from (23)

(29) Va- Ve = hVn - i(2vh + h2)Vnn + 0(A3).

Dividing (28) by £(A — tj) + 77 and subtracting (29) divided by A, we obtain

£(A - v) + V A 2L£(A-)?)+í7 J

Taking (24) minus twice (23) plus (26) and then dividing by A2, we have

(31) v>-2v.+ v¡. Wm + ow_

Dividing (30) by the factor multiplying Fnn in (30), then adding equation (31)

and making use of F„n + Vtt = 0, we obtain

L£(w-»j)+t, J    L£(A-

Va       va - v€

t(n-v)+v 'J    L£(A-r,)+7, A      J

Equation (32) is our algebraic approximation in this case. It reduces to (22) when

ij = 0. If we accept the idea that F(i) be continuable to neighboring meshpoints

with terms through second order in a Taylor Series, as is implied by equations

(23)-(27), then equation (32) is the unique algebraic representation of our

problem for this case. Terms through second order are necessary in order that the

local truncation error vanish as A —» 0. Some schemes which appear on the surface

to represent our problem with local truncation error tending to zero when h —* 0

do not do so. Douglas, Garder, and Peaceman treated a moving boundary prob-

lem. According to Douglas, Garder, and Peaceman [10] to treat the case just

considered we introduce an additional meshpoint at 0. Then we can easily develop

a divided difference approximation to Laplace's equation at a in terms of F0, Vb,

Fo, Vd, Ve. We obtain

2     TFo-Fa      V.— V.1
(33)   K-.+ r.-^l—-*—J

+ v>-2ï;+v< + o(h) = o.

However, we now have an extra unknown F0 so that we must have an additional

equation. As our additional equation we choose an algebraic approximation to
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condition (d) of Problem A, namely

/^      ^   7e - 7p      n   Vo- Va      \D1        7>2 "I
(34) D2 -j—-= 7>i-I T        T J

The truncation error term which is 0(A) is explicitly given in (34). We can compare

(33), (34) with (32) by using (34) to eliminate 70 from (33). Solving (34) for

— and then subtracting — from both sides, we obtain
V V

(35)    -= —--—— + -   —--r——    (A - u) Vnn + Oih2).
V £(A - i) + V     2L£(A - 17) + 17 J

Substituting (35) into (33), we obtain

I" Vc-Vg Va-   7.1

v L £(A - v) + v h      J
(36)  F.. + F„ = r^rTJi^V_üíJi] + *-«■.+ *

A + 9 L I (A - i?) + v A       J A2

+
[ih-v) + Svh-v~\ „

L»? + £(A - v) A + T/J

Equation (36) does not agree with (32) unless r¡ =- or i? = A. Furthermore,

in general, the local truncation error does not vanish as A —> 0. When Di = D2,

it is easily shown that 7(1> and 7<2) are parts of the same harmonic function.

(This is a theorem of potential theory, cf. Kellogg [11]). Since this is so, it would

be expected that (32) and (36) should reduce to the ordinary five point formula

for approximating the Laplace equation. (32) does this but (36) does not. The

local truncation error in (36) remains finite when A —> 0 even for £ = 1. The fact

that the local truncation error in (36) remains finite as A —> 0 does not mean that

the error in the solution remains finite as A —* 0. The local truncation error may

be regarded as a ficticious charge density distribution and the error in the solution

as the potential of this distribution. As h —> 0 the local truncation error in (36)

remains finite. Hence the error in the solution approaches the potential of a

charged layer whose thickness approaches zero while the charge density in the

layer remains finite. The potential of such a distribution will become everywhere

arbitrarily small as the layer thickness goes to zero.

Equation (34) causes difficulties when the system of algebraic approximations

is to be solved by an iteration method. The rate of convergence of most methods

will tend to zero as 77 —> 0. Of course, the local truncation error in (36) may be

reduced by approximating 7„„ by a finite difference approximation.

6. Algebraic approximations with more than five meshpoints. Except for

special cases as we have discussed, no algebraic approximation with local trunca-

tion error which vanishes as A —> 0 is possible for the points adjacent to r in terms

of five meshpoints. If we make use of one additional neighbor and annex one

additional equation to (10)-(14), then there is no difficulty in obtaining an alge-

braic approximation. We solve (10)—(13) together with our extra equation to

obtain 7„„ and Vu in terms of values of 7 at meshpoints. Then we substitute

these expressions for 7nn and Vu into equation (14).
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But which extra neighbor do we choose, and why? The problem becomes

very unsymmetrical. If we make use of several additional neighbors, say the four

corner points in figure 2, then a symmetrical formulation is possible, but now the

solution is no longer unique, there being more equations than necessary.

+6 +2 +5

le-<sk

i

+3      !       +0     ¡       \

L J

7 4 8
Figure 2.

In figure 2 we show the four neighbors of figure 1 relabeled "1," "2," "3," "4."

We show the central meshpoint "a" relabeled "0," and we show the corner points

"5," "6," "7," "8." Let us suppose that the discontinuity intersects one of the

line segments 0-1, 0-2, 0-3, 0-4, so that a special representation is necessary. We

choose an arbitrary origin on the discontinuity and let the coordinates of the

meshpoints relative to this origin be (<<, n¡), i = 0, 1, • • -, 8. Then the continua-

tion equations analogous to (10)-(14) are

(37) Vi - Vo = ($**«< - £s°w„)Fn + (U - t0)Vl + Uni2 - n02)Vnn

+ ($»fM< - £5»wo<o)Fn( + i(ti2 - ta2)Vtt,    i » 1, 2, 3, 4.

where 5; = 0 when meshpoint i is in Gi, o¿ = 1 when meshpoint i is in G2.

In addition we have the continuation equations for the corner points,

(38) Vi- F„ = (ê<m - £5°Wo) Vn + (U - to) Vt + \{n? - w02) Fn„

+ (^tiiti - ?°noto)Vnt + i(U2 - to2)Vtt,    i = 5, 6, 7, 8.

The values of F„„ and F« obtained from any solution of (37), (38) are independent

of where the origin is chosen on the discontinuity. To see this, suppose that the

origin is displaced on the discontinuity so that U is replaced by U + At. Then the

coefficients of Vn, Vt and V„„ in (37), (38) are unchanged, but the coefficients of

Vnt, Vtt are increased by (£äiWi — £íow0)Aí and (ti — to)At respectively.

These latter quantities are proportional to the coefficients of F„ and Vt. When

we solve equations (37), (38) for F„„ and Vn, (£a,'w¿ - £5°w0) Vn and (i< - t0)Vt

must be eliminated, and when this is done the extra terms (£ê,Wi — £s°Wo)A¿F„(

and (ti — to)AtVtt will also drop out of the equations.

In order to obtain a non-singular set of 5 equations from (37), (38), we may

choose the set of four equations in (37) and as a fifth equation choose

(39) Vb- Vc+ Vt - Vs = axVn + a2Vt + a3F„„ + aiVnt + a,Vtt,
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where oí, a2, a¡, a4, as are the coefficients of 7„, 7¡, 7„„, 7ni, Vti obtained when we

form equation (39) from (38), by taking the combination of equations (38)

indicated by the left side of (39). The system of equations (37), (39) is a plausible

set to use for obtaining an algebraic representation. Loosely speaking, (37) does

not give a "well-set" determination of Vnt while (39) does. I 7n( drops out of

(37) when a = ~ j

From the system (37), (39) we obtain (21), (22), and (32) in the respective limit-

ing cases. Arms, Gates, and Zondek [12] have shown that extrapolated line

relaxation may be used to solve difference equations involving nine-point formulas.

Of course, it is not practical to solve (37), (39) to obtain a explicit formula analo-

gous to (21), (22), (32) for the general case.. However, it is not difficult to use a

computer to calculate the coefficients in the algebraic representation for any given

case. First we compute the matrix of coefficients of equations (37), (39) and then

invert this matrix, and finally we combine elements of the inverse to obtain the

values of the coefficients which multiply each 7,- in the algebraic representation

of 7„n + Vtt = 0.
Other methods for determining an algebraic approximation may be based on

an integral formulation of our problem. Referring to figure 2, we let

(40) En = j" DmVy^dx,    Éjk = j" DmV™dy,

i.e., En, is the line integral of DmVy(m) along the line Ik shown in figure 2, Ëik the

line integral from j to k. Superscript m will be one over a segment of the line of

integration lying in region one, and will be two over a segment in region two.

Then as may be shown from the conditions of Problem A, we have

(41) Eu + E* - En - Bit « 0.

The integrals Eu, Éjk, etc. may be approximated by algebraic approximations.

Again values of 7 at some of the corner points 5,6,7,8 will be required in making

the approximations. Algebraic approximations based on (40), (41), have the

advantage that the resulting equations obey a conservation law which is an

algebraic analogue of Gauss's theorem ßDmVVim)dS = 0. In the case of moving

boundary problems this method also has the advantage of giving a unique

velocity for the moving boundary.

7. Curved Interfaces. If r is an arc with continuous curvature, it may be

approximated in neighborhoods by simple analytic arcs, for example, by osculating

circles. The mesh spacing must be small enough so that the radial distances from

the osculating circle to the nine meshpoints to be used in the algebraic approxima-

tion are less than and are preferably small compared to the radius of curvature.

There are two ways in which we may obtain the continuation equations. One

method consists in mapping the osculating circle onto a segment of the real axis in

the 7-plane. This mapping is easily obtained. The mapping Z = Z0 + Re^iRei<-alR)

maps the real axis of the y = a + iß plane for 0 < a < 2w into a circle with center

at Z0 and radius R in the Z-plane. The inverse of this mapping will map a circle
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onto the segment (0, 27r) of the real axis. Under the mapping the nine meshpoints

to be used in the algebraic approximation are mapped into nine meshpoints in

the 7 plane. The coordinates of these meshpoints in the y plane, relative to an

origin on the real axis, are substituted into the continuation equations (37), (38).

A second method consists in expanding F(i) in a power series about a point O

on the osculating circle, and choosing t to be arc length from O on the osculating

circle. We have as before F„2) = £FB°, V¡2) = V\l), F¿2) = V\¡\ V„f = {Fj}' but

Vin 7e Vn„\ Expressing Laplace's equation in polar coordinates with origin at

the center of curvature, we have

(42) VQ + - V? + Vf = 0
r

whence it follows that

(43) vSS = vi» + ^ K».
r

Then the continuation equations (37), (38) become

(44)    Vi - Vo = [(*** + 8iLzi *£ ) - (Vow0 + So L=J ^)] FB

+ (ti - h)V, + Un,2 - wo2)Fnn + (£5'w,¿,- - £ä»«o<o)FB<

+ §W- ta2)Vtt,    * = 1,2, 3, ■■■,8.

In (42), (43), (44) r is positive if the center of curvature is in Gi, negative if

in G2. This follows because w was the normal from Gi into G2.

8. Other equations. It can be shown that the power series method here de-

scribed may be used to obtain algebraic approximations to analogues of Problem

A for certain other elliptic or parabolic equations, for example, for the Helmholtz

equation and for the diffusion equation.
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